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Foreword

I’m delighted to introduce to you the Commercial
Skills Academy’s Training Programme. The
Commercial Skills Academy was established as a
unit within the Office of Government Procurement
in 2019. The primary objective of the Commercial
Skills Academy is to provide the necessary supports
to public servants tasked with the delivery of public
capital investment projects such as those set out
in the National Development Plan and Project
Ireland 2040.
The overall aim of this training is to provide you
as a public servant with an understanding of
key issues, commercial skills, and best practice
approaches for effective project delivery
throughout the entire lifecycle of a public capital
investment project.

The training programme consists of a suite
of learning events structured into a fourtiered training model designed to encapsulate
the training needs of both developing and
experienced level practitioners. The tiered training
model will be rolled out progressively in 2021.
Your commitment to this training programme
will greatly assist in raising standards across the
public sector in the delivery of public capital
investment projects and further contribute to the
transformation of the approach to infrastructure
investment in Ireland.
I hope that you enjoy partaking in our training
programme and that it will be of great assistance
to you in managing the many complex and
challenging tasks often presented in the delivery
of capital investment projects.

Paul Quinn,
CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER,
Office of Government Procurement
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EXPAND
KNOWLEDGE

INCREASE
SKILLS

DEVELOP
COMPETENCE

“Even the best planned projects will be impacted by unexpected events.
Covid 19 is an extreme example of that and given the impact of the
pandemic, it’s clear commercial skills training will be more important than
ever in helping public officials to address complex issues in a timely and
effective fashion. We’re confident these training programmes will address
that need and advance standards while also promoting the value of the
construction professions.”
Kathryn Meghen, CEO OF THE RIAI
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“This is the first time the SCSI and RIAI have collaborated on a training
programme like this and we are confident that the collaborative
approach will ensure the best outcome for learners. This is an excellent
initiative from the Commercial Skills Academy group within the Office
of Government Procurement and we look forward to providing public
servants with the commercial skills training they need to deliver key
public capital investment projects such as those set out in the National
Development Plan.”
Shirley Coulter, CEO OF THE SCSI

SHARE
EXPERIENCES

COMMUNITY
OF PRACTICE
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COLLABORATE

Recommendations
from Course
Participants
“I just want to echo the sentiments of all the
participants yesterday and thank you again
for putting this course together. It is clear that
considerable effort has been invested on your
collective part, rest assured it was absolutely
worthwhile and one of the most valuable tutorials
I have attended in a long while.”
Participant, TIER 1: PRACTITIONER TRAINING,
COMMERCIAL SKILLS FOR PUBLIC CAPITAL WORKS
PROJECTS

“I was delighted to be part of the virtual audience
at the recent OGP CSA Masterclass – “External
Influences on Capital Works Projects – Covid 19
and Brexit”, with market leading experts in their
field presenting pertinent and insightful topics
the whole experience was excellent from start to
finish. I am very much looking forward to the next
Masterclass.”
Participant, MASTERCLASS - MANAGING EXTERNAL

“I congratulate the OGP Commercial Skills
Academy on the roll out of their first Masterclass
“Managing External Influences on Capital Works
Delivery - Covid 19 and Brexit” on the 20th
October.
The WEBINAR was well organised, topical and
provided a first class range of presentations and
speakers. The facility for questions worked well
and added to the event.
Overall it was informative and engaging and a
strong indicator for the quality of future events.”
Participant, MASTERCLASS - MANAGING EXTERNAL
INFLUENCES ON CAPITAL WORKS DELIVERY

“Vastly experienced speakers covering relevant
topics and providing practical insights on the
impacts of Brexit and Covid 19.”
Participant, MASTERCLASS - MANAGING EXTERNAL
INFLUENCES ON CAPITAL WORKS DELIVERY

INFLUENCES ON CAPITAL WORKS DELIVERY

“This is a really good course, very well run and the
speakers are really good.”
Participant, TIER 1: PRACTITIONER TRAINING,
COMMERCIAL SKILLS FOR PUBLIC CAPITAL WORKS
PROJECTS
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Introduction

Background
Public capital investment projects are often
complex and even the best planned projects
can be impacted by unforeseen circumstances.
Commercial disputes often arise resulting in a
costly and protracted process being ensued before
a solution may be discovered, all of which being
distracting for the parties involved. This reality is
not exclusive to Ireland and is evidenced in many
countries throughout the world.
In this context, public servants need to be
equipped with the necessary commercial skills to
address issues that arise in a timely and effective
fashion to preserve working relationships between
all parties, and ensure the effective delivery of
works, goods and services on behalf of the State.

Commercial Skills Academy
In 2019 the Commercial Skills Academy (CSA)
was established as a unit within the Office of
Government Procurement (OGP). The primary
objective of the CSA is to enhance the commercial
delivery capabilities of key spending departments
and public sector bodies through focused training
programmes intended to improve the skillsets of
those public servants tasked with the delivery of
public capital investment projects such as those
set out in the National Development Plan. Equally
significant is the State’s annual spend on goods
and services which amounts to approximately
€8.5 billion.
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Accordingly, the CSA has developed a series
of tiered training programmes focusing on the
necessary commercial skills pertaining to the
planning, procurement and contract management
stages of public capital works projects and capital
investment in goods and services in Ireland.

CSA Advisory Group
An advisory group for the CSA was established to
review training proposals, make recommendations
on training, and promote CSA training
programmes.
The advisory group is made up of representatives
from the following departments and offices:
1. Commercial Skills Academy, OGP
2. Construction Policy Unit, OGP
3. Health Service Executive
4. Department of Education
5. Department of Further & Higher Education,
Research, Innovation and Science
6. Local Government Management Agency
7. Department of Defence
8. Office of Public Works
9. Transport Infrastructure Ireland
10. Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media

CSA Construction Technical Group
A specialist group of technical experts with
extensive experience in the delivery of public
capital works projects was formed to provide
advice and make recommendations regarding the
content, structure and delivery of CSA training
relating to works projects.
The Construction Technical Group consists of
representatives from:
1. Chairperson, representative of the
Commercial Skills Academy, OGP
2. Construction Policy Unit, OGP

SHARE
EXPERIENCE

3. Office of Public Works
4. Transport Infrastructure Ireland
5. Local Government Management Agency
6. Health Service Executive
7. Department of Education
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Commercial Skills Academy Contact Details
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Commercial Skills Academy,
Office of Government Procurement,
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Register your interest for one or more of the Tiers Here
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20

Training Programme for Public Capital
Works Projects
A tiered programme of training has been
developed to cater for the varying needs and
backgrounds of public servants involved in the
delivery of public capital works projects.

Tier 3

Tier 2

Conferences
& Networking

Specialist Topics

Tier 1

Practitioner Level

Tier 0

Introductory
Level
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Tier 0: Introduction to Public
Works Procurement

Training Overview

Learning Outcomes

This training will introduce the participants to
the basics of public procurement making them
aware of the EU Directives, Statutory Instruments,
Public Spending Code and the Capital Works
Management Framework.

Participants who complete this training will gain a
knowledge of:

Training Delivery
Training will be delivered entirely online and will
be self-directed. The course has been especially
designed to be as user-friendly as possible.
It will provide you with a gentle introduction
to public procurement including the Public
Spending Code. It will also simplify the Capital
Works Management Framework into bite-size
chunks. The course can also be accessed at a time
convenient for you and you can work through the
5 short modules at your own pace.

•

Public Procurement

•

The National Public Procurement Policy
Framework

•

The Capital Works Management Framework

•

Procurement Planning and Contract Strategies
for Public Works Projects

•

The Public Spending Code

Syllabus
1. Introduction to Public Procurement
2. Introduction to the Capital Works
Management Framework
3. Planning for Public Works Projects
4. Contract Strategy for Public Works Projects

Target Audience
Tier 0 training will be an introductory level
training aimed at public servants who are new to
procurement of public capital works projects.
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5. Procurement for Works Projects

Tier 1: Practitioner Training,
Commercial Skills for Public
Capital Works Projects
Training Overview
Training will consist of three intensive training
modules. Each module is delivered over two
full consecutive days, addressing the planning,
procurement and contract management phases
of a public capital works project. Participants are
required to complete all three modules.
This training is highly interactive and demands a
strong commitment from participants. Participants
will be required to complete multiple choice
questionnaires in between lectures, take part in
group exercises, and further engage in discussion
on the topical areas during class time. In addition,
participants will also be required to complete an
assignment, between 800 to 1,000 words, outside
the formal course time.
Real-life case studies relating to course topics
and participants’ working situations will also
be included in the training. All training material
and course guidance notes will be provided for
participants.

Training Delivery
The CSA has appointed the Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland (RIAI) in collaboration with
the Society of Chartered Surveyors of Ireland
(SCSI) to deliver this training.

Initially, Tier 1: Practitioner Training will be
delivered via a virtual platform where participants
can log in remotely to attend a virtual live
classroom, access class notes and pre-recorded
lectures.
•

Moodle Learning Management System
Applicants who receive a confirmed place on
this course by the Commercial Skills Academy
will receive login details from the SCSI for the
Moodle Learning Management System, which
will be used before, during, and after the
course.
Please make sure that you login immediately,
complete pre-course surveys and familiarise
yourself with all materials that are available
before lectures take place. You should in
particular take time to read the assignment
that you will undertake on your own time
so that you can consider how you might
approach this.
A short demonstration video is included on
Moodle and will briefly guide you through
how to navigate around the system and get
you started. If you need assistance, please
contact SCSI at education@scsi.ie
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Lead Instructors
The RIAI and the SCSI are delighted to work with
two academic experts as Lead Instructors for the
design and delivery of the programme; Stephen
Best, an experienced lecturer from the School
of Architecture, TU Dublin and Martin O’Neill,
former Programme Director for the Department
of the Built Environment at IT Carlow.
•

Stephen Best APSA Arb (UK)
LEAD INSTRUCTOR

Stephen has over ten years’ experience in
the training of working professionals who
are preparing for the TU Dublin Professional
Diploma in Architectural Practice exam,
which provides access to the RIAI register of
architects.
His teaching has been at the forefront
of professional education in Ireland, not
only of early career professionals but also
of experienced practitioners involved in
continuing professional development.
Stephen is a skilled educator and former Vice
President of the RIAI. He has taught widely
at Universities in Ireland and abroad from
Cambridge to Toronto, he is also a member
of APSA, the Association of Professional
Studies Advisors in the UK and Ireland, a body
established to inform professional education
of architects, and is currently an external
examiner on the APEAS programme in
Scotland. APEAS is the national professional
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studies examination body for architects in
Scotland. Previously he was a Partner with
Norman Foster, where, as project architect he
delivered prize-winning buildings for McLaren
Cars and Stanford University among others.
•

Martin O’Neill FSCSI FRICS
LEAD INSTRUCTOR

Martin O’Neill is a Chartered Quantity
Surveyor and Chartered Project Management
Surveyor. As an SCSI APC (Assessment of
Professional Competence) Counsellor and
Assessor, Martin has extensive experience
of operating with working professionals in
setting and helping them to achieve their
training goals, as well as ascertaining their
professional competence.
As lecturer and programme director in the
Department of the Built Environment in
Institute of Technology, Carlow, Martin
has over 30 years’ experience in the third
level sector in lecturing, programme design
and programme leadership. Integration
of experienced mature students into the
younger more technically savvy cohorts
of undergraduate students has been a key
objective of his work.
As a member of the SCSI Quantity Surveying
Guidance Note working group for the last
10 years, Martin has been involved in the
research and drafting of guidance documents
for the Quantity Surveying members of SCSI.

Nominated Course Instructors
The RIAI/SCSI Team and the lead instructors
are supported by a large team of nominated
instructors to deliver the learning outcomes
and curriculum set out by the Commercial Skills
Academy. The team assembled to deliver this
programme features a distinguished panel of
professionals from across the construction
sector including architects, surveyors, engineers
and other consultants who will share their
first-hand experience of working with the
Public Works Contract and the Capital Works
Management Framework on a broad spectrum
of public capital investment projects.

Award
Participants who complete the training course
will receive a Commercials Skills for Public
Capital Works Projects certificate of completion
from the Commercial Skills Academy.
Participants must complete the assignment
and attend at least five out of the six days of
training to receive a certificate.

Continuous Professional Development
Certificate
The Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland
(RIAI) the Society of Chartered Surveyors of
Ireland (SCSI) and Engineers Ireland (EI) will
allocate a minimum of 42 CPD hours/points for
their members who complete the training and
attend a minimum of five out of the six days of
training.

Register your interest in one or more of the
Commercial Skills Academy training tiers here.
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Target Audience

Training Course Syllabus

This training is aimed at project coordinators,
project managers, members of works project
teams along with other public servants whose
roles are/will be concerned with the planning,
procurement or management of traditional
employer designed public works projects,
including building and civil engineering projects.

Module 1: Planning and Designing Public Capital
Works Projects

Participants are expected to have some
background or understanding of managing
projects and are looking to gain an understanding
of the key requirements and activities required
to be carried out including the best practice
approaches to apply throughout the entire life
cycle of a public works project.

Module Overview
The planning and design phases of a public
capital works project are of critical importance.
This module will provide participants with a
knowledge and understanding of how to manage
the development of a Project Brief and prepare
a detailed Project Execution Plan (following
the Approval in Principal stage as set out in the
Public Spending Code) including identifying the
necessary resources to support good decision
making throughout the project lifecycle.
Learning Outcomes
Participants will gain knowledge and
understanding of:

EXPLORE
THE CWMF

1. How to manage the development of a Project
Brief
2. How to prepare a Project Execution Plan
including the necessary performance
measures required to monitor progress of the
project throughout its entire lifecycle
3. How to manage costs estimates for a project
including, timing of cost estimates and
understanding of cost certainty throughout
the project
4. How to manage a Design Team for a works
project
5. How to design an appropriate internal project
management structure/organogram and
sufficiently resource a project
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6. How to identify the roles and responsibilities of
all internal stakeholders involved in a project

including the pitfalls to be aware of in the
selection and appointment processes.

7. How to develop effective reporting and
communication systems amongst all
stakeholders involved in the project

Learning Outcomes

8. How to develop a Risk Management Strategy
for a works project
9. How to undertake project reviews at the
different stages of a project including
recording lessons learned
Syllabus:
1. Project Planning
2. Managing the Design Team
3. Project Governance, Roles and
Responsibilities
4. Risk Management for the Project
5. Project Reviews
6. Integrated case study
Module 2: Selection and Appointment of Technical
Experts/Consultants, Specialists and Contractors
for Public Capital Works Projects.

Participants will gain knowledge and
understanding of:
1. How to apply the basic principles and rules
concerning the selection and appointment of
Technical Experts/Consultants, Specialists and
Contractors for public works projects
2. How to prepare a Procurement Strategy
Report
3. How to design objective award criteria
to differentiate the Most Economically
Advantageous Tender (MEAT)
4. How to procure the services of the various
Technical Experts/Consultancy Services and
other Specialists required to deliver a works
project
5. How to procure the services of a Contractor
to deliver the works project
6. How to manage risks and problems that occur
in construction procurement

Module Overview

Syllabus

The selection & appointment of Technical
Experts/Consultants, Specialists and Contractors
is fundamental to the delivery of cost certainty
at tender stage, better value for money, and
efficient delivery of public works projects. This
module will provide participants with a knowledge
and understanding of how to select and appoint
Technical Experts/Consultants, Specialists and
Contractors to deliver a public works project

1. Procurement of Technical Experts/
Consultancy Services
2. Procurement of Contractors
3. Procurement of Reserved Specialists and
Novated Specialists
4. Risks and problems in construction
procurement
5. Integrated case study
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Module 3: Contract Management and Contract
Administration for Public Capital Works Projects.
Module Overview
Public works contracts are often complex and can
be impacted by unforeseen events. Accordingly,
developing strong working relationships through a
collaborative approach and maintaining effective
channels of communication with all stakeholders
is fundamental to the effective delivery of public
works contracts.
Most of the content delivered in this module may
be relevant to other forms but is primarily aimed
at the Public Works Contract for Minor Building
or Civil Engineering Works Designed by the
Employer PW-CF5 (€1m - €5m including VAT).
Learning Outcomes
Participants will gain a knowledge and
understanding of:
1. The role and responsibilities of the Employers
Representative in Contract Administration
2. The role and responsibilities of the Employer
(Contracting Authority) in Contract
Administration
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3. How to identify the roles and responsibilities
of all of the other key stakeholders involved in
the delivery of a contract
4. How to manage the relationships with all of
the key stakeholders involved in the delivery
of the contract
5. How to prepare for and manage disputes that
arise during the contract
6. How to manage the final stages of the
contract including requirements post contract
completion
Syllabus
1. The role and responsibilities of the
Employers Representative (ER) in Contract
Administration
2. The role of the ER in relation to key clauses
and schedules in the contract
3. The role and responsibilities of the Employer
(Contracting Authority) in Contract
Administration
4. Contract Management
5. End of contract
6. Responsibilities after handover
7. Integrated case study

PROCUREMENT

PLANNING
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Tier 2: Masterclasses for Public
Capital Works Projects

Training Overview

Continuous Professional Development

Specialist training will focus on key topics, tasks
and issues pertaining to the delivery of public
capital works project under the Capital Works
Management Framework.

The Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland
(RIAI), the Society of Chartered Surveyors of
Ireland (SCSI) and Engineers Ireland (EI) allocate
continuous professional development points/
hours for their members who attend Masterclass
events.

Training Delivery
Specialist training may be delivered to a live
audience or via a virtual learning platform or a
combination of both as deemed necessary or
appropriate at the time of delivery. Training will be
provided in the form of Masterclasses and will be
delivered by highly skilled and experienced subject
matter experts from across the public and private
sector. The Masterclasses will initially be delivered
via a virtual platform whereby participants will
attend remotely.

Training Day Schedule
Each training class will focus on one key topic per
day. The duration of each training class will vary
from two hour sessions, to half days and full days
of training depending on the specific topic and
method of delivery.

Training Objectives
The specific objectives of the Tier 2 Specialist
Training classes are the following:
•

To provide participants with information and
learnings taken from real-life projects

•

To provide participants the opportunity to
participate in Q&A sessions with subject
matter experts

•

To be presented with best practice
approaches that have been developed by
Ireland’s leading public bodies with expertise
in the delivery of public capital works projects
using the Capital Works Management
Framework

•

To provide participants with an understanding
of the differing perspectives from industry
and the public sector

Target Audience
Specialist training classes are aimed at participants
who may have completed the Tier 1 Practitioner
training programme or those who are actively
involved in project delivery.
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•

To provide participants with an understanding
of the key challenges and risks facing project
delivery teams in each of the topical areas

•

For participants to be able to critically assess
optimal procedures and approaches to apply
when faced with the tasks and issues that
arise in each of the topical areas

Masterclass Topics
(subject to change depending on demand)
1. Managing External Influence on Capital
Works Projects - Covid 19 and Preparing for
Brexit
2. Use of Framework Agreements for Capital
Works Projects
3. Budget Control
4. Programming
5. The Specification
6. Suitability Assessment and Award Criteria for
Works Projects
7. Electronic Tendering
8. Parallel Tendering

COLLABORATE

9. Managing Tender Returns – Pre Contract
Award Phase
10. Managing the Dispute Process
11. Responsibilities after Handover
Register your interest in one or more of the
Commercial Skills Academy training tiers here.
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Tier 2: Masterclasses for Public
Capital Investment Projects in
Goods & Services
Training Overview

Target Audience

Specialist training will focus on key topics, tasks
and issues pertaining to the delivery of public
capital investment projects in goods & services
under the National Development Plan 2027.

Specialist training classes are aimed at participants
who are experienced practitioners, actively
involved in project delivery.

Training Delivery
Specialist training may be delivered to a live audience
or via a virtual learning platform or a combination of
both as deemed necessary or appropriate at the time
of delivery. Training will be provided in the form of
Masterclasses and will be delivered by highly skilled
and experienced subject matter experts from across
the public and private sector.

Training Objectives
The specific objectives of the Tier 2 Specialist
Training classes are the following:
•

To provide participants with information and
learnings taken from real life projects

•

To provide participants the opportunity to
participate in Q&A sessions
with subject matter experts

•

To be presented with best practice
approaches that have been developed by
Ireland’s leading public bodies with expertise
in the delivery of public capital works, goods
or services projects under the National
Development Plan 2027

•

To provide participants with an understanding
of the differing perspectives from industry
and the public sector

•

To provide participants with an understanding
of the key challenges and risks facing project
delivery teams in each of the topical areas

•

For participants to be able to critically assess
optimal procedures and approaches to apply
when faced with the tasks and issues that
arise in each of the topical areas

Training Day Schedule
Each training class will focus on one key topic per
day. The duration of each training class will vary
from two hour sessions, to half days and full days
of training depending on the specific topic and
method of delivery.
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Masterclass Topics
(subject to change depending on demand)
1. e-Tendering
2. Procurement of IT Solutions including Cloud
Solutions
3. Negotiation Skills
4. Green Public Procurement including
Corporate Social Responsibility
5. The role of the “Intelligent Client”
6. Project Management Skills
7. Public Sector Innovation
Register your interest in one or more of the
Commercial Skills Academy training tiers here.

SHARE
EXPERIENCES
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Tier 3: Conference

Training Overview

Target Audience

Training will consist of conference style
presentations on a specific theme, with a number
of presenters from public and private industry
giving opinion, fact, or case study examples
relating to the theme.

All public servants whose roles are involved in
the delivery of public capital works projects and
programmes.

Training Delivery

To provide participants with information and
learnings taken from real life projects

A minimum of 250 and a maximum of 500 in
a combined event covering works or goods
& services topics in breakout rooms. Current
restrictions on attendance have stalled the
running of such conference style events. The CSA
is hopeful such events can be held in the future
and in accordance with government guidelines.
Options for online delivery will be investigated in
the interim.

•

To provide participants the opportunity to
participate in Q&A sessions with subject
matter experts

•

To be presented with best practice
approaches that have been developed by
Ireland’s leading public bodies with expertise
in the delivery of public capital works projects
using the Capital Works Management
Framework

•

To provide participants with an understanding
of the differing perspectives from industry
and the public sector

•

To provide an opportunity to network
with fellow public servants and enable the
exchange of ideas and insights

Training Objectives

Register your interest in one or more of the
Commercial Skills Academy training tiers here.
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Management of Public Capital
Works Projects for Senior
Managers in the Public Sector
Training Overview

Training Delivery

The complex nature and inherent risks associated
with capital works projects, reinforce the need for
senior managers to ensure projects are sufficiently
resourced and have the appropriate management
structures and control systems in place to support
effective project delivery.

Training will be delivered in a live auditorium
(where appropriate) by subject matter experts and
include group / interactive exercises, debates,
applied case studies and examples relating to the
course topics and participants’ working situations.
Guidance notes and training material will be
provided for participants.

Training Objectives
Training will be provided to support senior level
managers to help them to better understand
their roles and responsibilities in respect of the
management of capital works projects to ensure:
•

Cost certainty at tender award stage

•

Better value for money, and

•

More efficient delivery of public works
projects

This training programme is currently being
developed. Visit the CSA page on the OGP
website to find out more. An indicative course
content is provided hereunder:

Indicative Learning Outcomes
Participants will gain a knowledge and
understanding of;
•

Appropriate and effective governance
arrangements and oversight structures for
small, medium, and large public capital works
projects

•

Effective communication systems for small,
medium, and large scale public capital works
projects

Target Audience
The training programme is aimed at members
of Management Boards, Senior Executives /
Directors, Finance Officers including Chief
Financial Officers, Directors of Services, Heads
of Internal Audit, Project Sponsors.
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•

The roles and responsibilities of senior
managers in the public service, including other
project team members, with respect to the
delivery of public capital works projects

Indicative Syllabus
1. Governance and control structures for public
capital works projects
2. Roles and responsibilities

•

The necessary resources that are required to
deliver a public capital works project

•

The risks associated with the delivery of
public capital works projects and how to
manage such risks

4. Resourcing capital works projects

How costs are calculated accurately for a
project and risks in project costings

6. Costing capital works projects

•
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3. Communications systems and protocols
5. Understanding risk and ensuring risk is
managed effectively

Register your interest in one or more of the
Commercial Skills Academy training tiers here.

CONNECT
WITH PEERS

EXPAND
KNOWLEDGE

DEVELOP
COMPETENCE
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